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HOWRYA!

DEVOURING THE FAIR-DAY BETWEEN THEM
A PUBLIC-HOUSE TO HALF A HUNDRED MEN
AND THE TEACHER, THE SOLICITOR AND THE BANK-CLERK
IN THE HOTEL BAR DRINKING FOR TEN.
DUBLIN MADE ME, NOT THE SECRET POTEEN STILL
THE RAW AND HUNGRY HILLS OF THE WEST
THE LEAN ROAD FLUNG OVER PROFITLESS BOG
WHERE ONLY A SNIPE COULD NEST
WHERE THE SEA TAKES ITS TITHE OF EVERY BOAT.
BAWNEEN AND CURRACH HAVE NO ALLEGIANCE OF MINE,
NOR THE CUTE SELF-DECEIVING TALKERS OF THE SOUTH
WHO LOOK TO THE EAST FOR A SIGN.
THE SOFT AND DREARY MIDLANDS WITH THEIR TAME CANALS
WALLOW BETWEEN SEA AND SEA, REMOTE FROM ADVENTURE
AND NORTHWARD A FAR AND FORTIFIED PROVINCE
CROUCHES UNDER THE LASH OF ARID CENSURE.
I DISCLAIM ALL FERTILE MEADOWS, ALL TILLED LAND
THE EVIL THAT GROWS FROM IT AND THE GOOD,
BUT THE DUBLIN OF OLD STATUTES, THIS ARROGANT CITY
STIRS PROUDLY AND SECRETLY IN MY BLOOD.
Donagh McDonagh
1912–1968

Dublin is one of the world’s most loved capital cities. Full of young people,
music, bicycles, startups, and global tech companies, inspiration and fun
are easy to come by here.
Within these pages is Dublin's poetry, history, tech champions and talent
opportunities, and a map of some of the highlights of our fair city. Come see us
in Dublin and we'll introduce you to global innovation done the Irish way, and
an ecosystem that’s built to accelerate companies into the US and globally.
Everybody loves Dublin and we're here to show you why. Connect
with us @TechinDub or email Sarah Leahy, our Tech Concierge at
sarah@startupdublin.com. We look forward to welcoming you.
A publication of the office of the Dublin Commissioner for Startups

Niamh Bushnell
Dublin Commissioner for Startups

D E SIG N B Y ZE R O - G .IE

DUBLIN MADE ME AND NO LITTLE TOWN
WITH THE COUNTRY CLOSING IN ON ITS STREETS
THE CATTLE WALKING PROUDLY ON ITS PAVEMENTS
THE JOBBERS, THE GOMBEENMEN AND THE CHEATS

Dublin has grown into a hotbed of innovation over the last decade. From
medicine to music and semiconductors to security, Irish entrepreneurs
have built a broad spectrum of businesses that explore new ideas,
disrupt stagnant industries and deliver real value. We’re world leaders
in Enterprise SaaS, TravelTech and financial payments technologies. In
the last six months, €344M has been invested in Irish companies, with
a total of €1.5B in investment over the last three years. The ideas are
here, the talent is here and the investment is here. Dublin is open for
business—come join us.

HOME
GROWN
HEROES

CREGANNA
ACQUIRED FOR €910M

TRUSTEV
ACQUIRED FOR €40M

FEEDHENRY
ACQUIRED FOR $32M

FOUNDED 2013 BY PAT PHELAN
AND CHRIS KENNEDY
SECTOR SECURITY TECH

FOUNDED 2001 BY BARRY DOWNES,
CATHAL MCGLOIN AND MICHEAL O'FOGHLU
SECTOR MOBILE APPLICATIONS

MOVIDIUS
RAISED €44M SERIES E

INTERCOM
TOTAL RAISED €116M

REALEX
ACQUIRED FOR €103M

LOGENTRIES
ACQUIRED FOR €61M

NURITAS
RAISED €5.4M SEED

CURRENCYFAIR
TOTAL RAISED €24M

BOXEVER
TOTAL RAISED €22M

STORYFUL
ACQUIRED FOR $18M

BROWN
BAG
FILMS
ACQUIRED BY 9 STORY MEDIA GROUP

FOUNDED 2010 BY MARK LITTLE
SECTOR NEWS

FOUNDED 1994 BY CATHAL GAFFNEY AND
DARRAGH O'CONNELL
SECTOR ANIMATION

FOUNDED 1980 BY IAN QUINN
SECTOR MEDICAL TECH

FOUNDED 2006 BY DAVID MOLONEY
AND SEAN MITCHELL
SECTOR SEMICONDUCTORS

FOUNDED 2010 BY VILIAM HOLUB
AND TREVOR PARSONS
SECTOR DATA ANALYTICS

FOUNDED 2001 BY DAVE O'FLANAGAN,
ALAN GILES AND DERMOT O'CONNOR
SECTOR TRAVEL TECH
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FOUNDED 2011 BY DES TRAYNOR, CIARAN LEE,
EOGHAN MCCABE AND DAVID BARRETT
SECTOR CUSTOMER COMMS

FOUNDED BY NORA KHALID
SECTOR HEALTH TECH

FOUNDED 2000 BY COLM LYON
SECTOR PAYMENT PROCESSING

FOUNDED 2009 BY BRETT MEYERS, SEAN BARRETT
DAVID CHRISTIAN AND JONATHAN POTTER
SECTOR DATA ANALYTICS
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DUBLIN’S
FAIR CITY
Dublin is a city of contrast and diversity. Cobbled
alleyways lead unexpectedly into thriving tech
hubs, quaint cottages cluster around multinational
headquarters, world-class cafés sit comfortably
beside Victorian pubs. We've put together a shortlist
of our favourite spots for you, and if you'd like to make
the trip, we'd love to show you around in person—
drop us a mail at sarah@startupdublin.com
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Silicon Docks
Tech Hub

20 The Black Sheep
Pub

2 The Digital Hub
Startup Incubator

21 No Name Bar
Pub

3 Guinness Enterprise Centre
Business Innovation Hub

22 The Fumbally
Restaurant

4 Dogpatch Labs
Coworking Space

23 Musashi
Restaurant

5 Croke Park
GAA Stadium

24 Juniors
Restaurant

6 Aviva Stadium
Sports Stadium

25 Izakaya
Restaurant

7 Science Gallery
Public Science Centre

26 Chapter One
Restaurant

8 St. Stephen's Green
Public Park

27 The Shelbourne
Hotel

9 Guinness Storehouse
Brewery

28 The Marker
Hotel

10 Abbey Theatre
National Theatre

29 The Barge
Pub

11 National Gallery of Ireland
National Art Gallery

30 The Cobblestone
Pub

12 Irish Film Institute
Arthouse Cinema

31 PantiBar
Pub

13 Trinity College
University

32 Kaph
Café

14 Temple Bar
Dublin's Cultural Quarter

33 EPIC Ireland
Gallery / Exhibition

15 General Post Office
HQ of the 1916 Rising

34 Sweny's Pharmacy
Joycean Landmark

16 3FE
Café

35 Collins Barrack
Museum

17 Clement and Pekoe
Café

36 Hugh Lane Gallery
Gallery

18 Kehoe's
Pub

37 Dublin Writer's Museum
Museum

19 The Bernard Shaw
Pub
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TECHIRELAND.ORG
Funding

Company

Synopsis

Description

URL

Funding

Intercom is a fundamentally new way for internet businesses to communicate www.intercom.io
with customers, personally, at scale. It's a customer communication
platform with a suite of integrated products for every team—including
sales, marketing, product, and support. Our products enable targeted
communication with customers on your website, inside your web and mobile
apps, and by email.

115.75M

Linked Finance

Person to Person (P2P) lending with
LinkedFinance lenders can lend directly to
small businesses looking for funding.

LinkedFinance offers a new and painless way for Irish businesses to borrow
money from a large group of real people, including their own customers.
Crowd Funding is the new way for companies to borrow, bankers get
bypassed, the wheels of business keep turning and everyone wins!

www.linkedfinance.com

2.84M

Jobbio

Movidius is a vision processor company that designs compact, highperformance, ultralow power, computational imaging and vision processing
chips, software, development tools and reference designs. Movidius’
architecture delivers a new wave of intelligent and contextually aware
experiences for consumers in mobile and wearable devices, and other
consumer and industrial camera applications.

www.movidius.com

86.5M

Jobbio is the best way to discover and apply for Jobbio is an online and mobile careers platform, where companies can
www.jobbio.com
jobs. It's free to join, so start your journey with manage the application process from start to hire more effectively and where
us today.
Talent can discover the best career opportunities. Jobbio allows talent and
companies connect with each other directly and privately so when the right
opportunities arise, the right people know about it.

NewsWhip

NewsWhip tracks and predicts the stories,
events and people getting engagement on
social networks.

Bizimply

Bizimply is the future of workforce management Business done simply – that's our mission. We were founded in 2011 by Gerard www.bizimply.com
for businesses in hospitality, retail and more.
Forde, John Forde and Norman Hewson. Bizimply is built with all the passion
and enthusiasm gained from years of service industry experience. Bizimply is
the pursuit of a more effective way to work - for you, for your managers and
for your dedicated staff.

2.27M

Phorest

Phorest operates a web-based salon
management tool and online booking services.

In Phorest we are focused on helping salon owners to continually achieve the www.phorest.com
two most important areas of salon growth. Getting clients back more often
and increasing average spend.

1.87M

PageFair

PageFair is used by thousands web publishers PageFair is an international startup based in Dublin, Ireland. Founded in 2012, www.pagefair.com
to measure adblocking and recover lost revenue the company was initially funded by its founders with additional seed capital
.
from Tribal Ventures, Frontline Ventures, and Enterprise Ireland. Hundreds of
publishers now use PageFair to measure the cost of adblocking and to display
alternative non-intrusive advertising to adblockers.

1.24M

Barricade Security
Systems

Barricade works like an early warning system
against any attempts at breaching the security
of your servers.

Barricade's platform marries traditional intrusion detection methods and
innovative machine learning techniques to identify data breaches, attack
patterns and operations anomalies, all of which are made to detect malicious
intent and let you know about it.

www.barricade.io

1.2M

Aylien

AYLIEN is an AI, NLP & Machine Learning
startup based in Dublin, Ireland.

At AYLIEN, we love the Web, but we also recognize its flaws, which is why we
spend our days reimagining the way we interact with the Web. We're building
a Web that's more agile, more useful, and, above all, more intelligent. From
our headquarters in Dublin, we spend our nights dreaming, and our days
turning those dreams into reality.

www. aylien.com

1.14

Company

Synopsis

Description

Intercom

A fundamentally new way to communicate with
your customers

Movidius

Movidius is a fabless semiconductor company
and the leader in mobile vision processor
technology for connected devices.

Maintained by a team of analysts, TechIreland. org is the most
comprehensive, public database of innovation from Ireland. For
the first time, complete data on Ireland’s tech ecosystem will be
available to everyone.

URL

Brandtone

Brandtone is the leading mobile marketing and
engagement specialist, helping brands connect
with consumers and customers in the fastest
growing developing markets.

Brandtone is the leading mobile marketing and engagement specialist,
helping brands connect with consumers and customers in the fastest
growing developing markets. Brandtone transforms these connections
into relationships, influencing customer behaviour to ensure the brand’s
objectives are met while securing superior return on marketing investment.

www.brandtone.ie

53.09M

Clavis Insight

The Industry Standard for Digital Channel
Analytics for Consumer Packaged Goods
Brands and Manufacturers.

Clavis Insight is a technology leader at the forefront of the consumer
packaged goods/fast moving consumer goods (CPG/FMCG) eCommerce
revolution. We deliver eCommerce insights and online retail store analytics
to food and beverage, personal care, baby care, pet care, and household
products manufacturers and brand owners..

www.clavisinsight.com

25.16M

Openet develops software used by
telecommunications service providers to
commercialize and analyze activity on their
network.

Openet provides the most robust, extensible and innovative Service
Optimization Software to communication and media service providers
worldwide, enabling them to control, monetize and increase visibility into the
usage of services and network resources.

www.openet.com

Mobile Travel Technologies is a mobile
specialist servicing the travel industry.

MTT provides an industry-leading digital travel platform and product set
www.mttnow.com
that allows airlines, travel management companies and travel agencies to
interact with their customers through sophisticated, tailored, multi-device
services at every touch point in the travel lifecycle. With a specialism in
creating engaging, revenue-generating apps across smartphones, tablets and
wearables as well as supporting services such as responsive web, real-time
travel messaging and ancillary upsell pre-, during- and post trip, MTT works
with some of the largest airline and travel brands worldwide.

5M

Davra Networks develops an intelligent
management platform for the Internet of
Things.

Davra Networks with its RuBAN IoT AEP (Application Enablement Platform)
provides organizations with a flexible, secure and integrated AEP to fully
leverage current and future IoT deployments. Davra Networks’ IOT platform
is the only available IoT AEP on the Cisco GPL giving it a very strong GTM
strategy ahead of other AEP platform vendors trying to attract System
Integrator Partners.

3.6M

Nuritas Ltd is a bioinformatics technology
company specialising in the discovery
of peptides (chains of amino acids) with
functional health

www.nuritas.com
Nuritas is a biotechnology company that radically changes the way we
discover natural bioactive peptides that target key receptors to actively
promote and manage your health. We are committed to applying our scientific
expertise to translate nature into healthy, sustainable and cost effective
living for all.

3.33M

Car Parts & Accessories

MicksGarage is an online retailer or car parts and accessories. Based in
Ireland, the company delivers products to customers in Ireland, the UK and
mainland Europe.

3.04M

Openet

Mobile Travel
Technologies

Davra Networks

Nuritas

MicksGarage
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Xpreso's goal is to eliminate the "Sorry We
Missed You" card that online buyers receive
due to failed delivery attempts.

www.newswhip.com
NewsWhip believe the answer lies in asking the crowd—specifically, two
billion active users of social networks Facebook, Twitter, Linkedin and
Pinterest. Every minute NewsWhip figures out which news stories are getting
the most human engagement to surface the world's most interesting news, in
real time, in over 12 languages and tens of thousands of niches. NewsWhip
provides an online dashboard, called Spike, which is used by thousands of
journalists, PR professionals, and social media managers. It shows exactly
what news is driving clicks and shares in tens of thousands of topics - from
US politics, to regions, to niche interests like defense spending or biotech
research.

Xpreso is starting a parcel delivery revolution! Our goal is to eliminate
the “Sorry We Missed You” card that online buyers receive due to failed
delivery attempts. We are fully funded, winners of the NDRC Launchpad 8
programme, and one of eight companies in Europe selected by MasterCard®
for their Start Path partnership programme. Our clients include Ireland’s
largest delivery company – but as we grow internationally this is only the
start – we are changing the world of ecommerce delivery!

web.xpreso.com

2.81M

2.7M

1.12
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WHY DUBLIN?
FACEBOOK

EAMON LEONARD
TRACING THE ROOTS OF DUBLIN TECH

MOBILE OPERATOR
SUPPORT ENGINEERING
ANALYST

Eamon Leonard is a founder, an advisor to startups, an angel investor, and a tech community organiser.
He sold his company, Orchestra (a Platform-as-a-Service), to Engine Yard Inc. in 2011. There, he held
the roles of VP Engineering and VP Developer Relations until August 2014. Now independent once
more, he is currently developing a number of new projects, amongst them a distillery.

When you look at Dublin today as a place for entrepreneurs,
particularly for startups, what do you see out there?
There wasn’t really a day one. In my view, whatever ecosystem
we have right now in Dublin has its roots going back to
IBM, Microsoft and Apple all having a footprint in Ireland.
I would even say academia in Trinity, UCD, DCU, and the
other universities around Ireland where
computer science departments were
chipping away for years at research and
development. They all have had a role to
play in the foundation of what exists now.
I should mention from the outset that this
is all based solely on my recollection of
the time, and not necessarily an entirely
accurate account – I’m sure there are
people I’m not mentioning. This is just
from my perspective.

“ANYBODY COULD CREATE
CONTENT, UPLOAD
CONTENT, AND YOU
DIDN’T NEED MILLIONS
OF DOLLARS TO DO IT.”

And where did it begin for you? You
had done a computer science degree, is
that right?

Not even… I don’t have any qualifications. I have my Leaving
Cert, and even then I had to repeat that. But you know, there’s
different types of intelligence out there. I started working for
myself in 2007, though I was a part of the tech industry in
Ireland going back to the nineties. The real catalyst, I think,
was the emergence of blogging platforms and Twitter. There
were a lot of people here in the early 2000s, designers and
developers, that would use blogs as a creative outlet, an outlet
to communicate their intent, their ideas, educate other people,
share their thoughts and opinions – and there was a lot of
opinions. So a nascent community started to be formed around
these blogs.
What years are we talking about here?
2003 to 2006. The emergence of Firefox as a browser started
to spark the imagination of developers and designers around
the world, and Ireland was no different. Anybody could create
content, upload content, and you didn’t need millions of dollars
to do it. The people who were the early adopters of these
technologies would go on to be the new shoots of hope for a
future tech industry in Ireland. Nobody realised that at the
time. They were just doing what they were doing.
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How many people were involved in that era?
It was small enough so everybody knew each
other. If not in person, then certainly by name
and reputation. And then the conversation
shifted from being kind of fragmented across
blogs to more singular conversations in one
place – that being Twitter. I could be wrong
but I think we were one of the first places in
the world to have a Tweet-up.
Who was involved back then and what were
they doing?
I remember there was a guy called Marcus
Mac Innes. Marcus has since left tech, and
he’s working in a bricks and mortar business,
he has a shop called Industry on Drury Street.
It’s wonderful. Top guy, one of my favourite
people in Dublin. I still see him a lot. Marcus
had essentially created the Irish Flickr, I
guess—a photo-sharing website, for the
photography community called pix.ie. He had
some funding for it, and I remember being
seriously impressed that I knew somebody
that had actually been funded. I had just
started off as a developer and hadn’t a fuckin’
clue how to sell my skills or my talent. So
meeting somebody who was a bit older and
was a programmer but also was able to speak
a bit of business and had been able to raise
some funds, I was like, “This is great to be
around somebody like this…”
Who else was there back then?
Eoghan McCabe and Paul Campbell and
myself, we pooled our resources and found
this shitty little office just off Bachelors’
Walk. We loved it. We had our own little tiny
space and we were all freelancers. Paul is
the founder of Tito, he was a freelancer and
developer back then. Eoghan is now the CEO
of Intercom. These two were twenty-three
at the time. I was a jaded thirty year old who
had just come out of a long period of nothing
really happening in web. And hanging out with
these two young fellas really just lit a fire
under my ass. The energy they had, the flair

for entrepreneurship, resonated deeply—I
learned more from those two guys, who I’m
proud to call some of my best friends, than I
had in the previous decade of working in tech.

As a Mobile Operator Support
Engineering Analyst you will be working
closely with Mobile Operator Support
Engineers, providing support to
Facebook's mobile operator partners,
helping them to ensure a high quality
experience to their subscribers. You
will also work with other engineering
teams to optimise and improve existing
processes , communicate with mobile
operator partners constantly and
evaluate possible improvements in
the infrastructure deployments and
processes. The role is based out of our
Dublin office and works with a broad
range of Mobile Operators across
APAC, EMEA and LATAM, helping them
to integrate affordable basic Internet
services including Facebook into their
mobile offerings.

When you would talk to friends outside of this
community about what you were doing…

http://bit.ly/294Z77W

What are you talking about? (laughs) I didn’t
have any friends outside of this community.
My world was limited to Dublin back then.
I didn’t know anybody in tech outside of
Ireland.

NEWSWHIP

If I had met you back then and asked, “Okay,
where do you want to go? And where do you
want Dublin to go?” What would you have said?
I was somebody with lots of ideas and not
enough manpower or capital to build those
ideas. And Dublin was not a place to get the
capital to do that. And I was jealous of the
places that did.

matters in the world each day. Our
technology mines signals from social
networks that reveal the stories,
events and people driving discussion
and engagement.

http://bit.ly/29oQ7WV

REALEX
TECHNICAL LEAD /
SYSTEM ARCHITECT
At Realex you will build the technology
that handles billions in payments each
year. This is the core of our business.
You’ll lead the technical design of
products that thousands of businesses
depend on to accept payments online.
In short, you’ll own a key part of our
future… and get to make cool stuff.

https://goo.gl/tMYLao

LINKED FINANCE
WEB DEVELOPER

BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT
REPRESENTATIVE,
DUBLIN
NewsWhip is looking for a Business
Development Representative to join
our Dublin based team. As a BDR
you’ll be looking to find out engage
“good fit” companies through strategic
prospecting. NewsWhip is the leading
technology used for tracking what

Linked Finance offers trustworthy
small businesses a new viable
alternative to borrowing from the
banks. Real people can lend small
amounts to great Irish businesses
at very attractive interest rates. The
banks get bypassed, the wheels keep
turning and everyone wins! Working
as part of the technology team, you
will work on the product backlog for
our core application, a cloud based
marketplace build in PHP. Help
maintain and add new features to the
live marketplace which processes 2-3
nightly loan auctions, with hundreds
of clients lending money. Help take this

platform to the next level by building
out reusable APIs, and integrating our
platform with third party APIs.

day through Amazon retail websites,
Kindle, Amazon instant video, Amazon
subsidiaries and more.

http://bit.ly/294oROb

http://bit.ly/29f17HJ

MASTERCARD

SLACK

AUTHENTICATION TECH
CONSULTANT

ENTERPRISE ACCOUNT
EXECUTIVE

As part of an exciting, fast paced
environment developing authentication
and security solutions in the mobile
and e-commerce space, this position
will provide technical expertise
within the development lifecycle
for new products and services. The
person in question will specialize in
biometric authentication.Flexible work
arrangements will be in place where the
successful candidate will be required
to work from home per agreed number
of hours/days.

We are searching for an exceptional
enterprise sales person to focus on our
largest customers and opportunities.
The successful candidate will
understand
their
customers’
business objectives and act as their
trusted advisor for using Slack most
effectively. They will gather customer
feedback and requests while working
with internal teams to help align our
product roadmap. This role needs
to communicate effectively across
multiple departments and customers,
have the ability to shift gears at a
moment's notice, and enjoys the
challenges of providing excellent
customer service in a fast paced
environment.

http://bit.ly/292D7F2

AMAZON
PRINCIPAL SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT
ENGINEER
Amazon’s website hosting group
is looking for a Principal Software
Development Engineer to architect
and technically lead the development
of Amazon’s next generation website
hosting technologies used to monitor
and manage the operations of our
highly distributed website and service
fleets worldwide that serve 10s of
billions of customer requests per

http://bit.ly/294p8Ax

CURRENCYFAIR
HEAD OF
PARTNERSHIPS
The new Head of Partnerships, you
will guide the vision, planning and
development of all of CurrencyFair’s
future partnership opportunities
together with the CMO to help support
the delivery of our overall company

strategy. Reporting to the CMO, you
will collaborate with him to innovate
new partnerships, identify leads and
ensure the product and tech teams
can bring support the opportunities.
To be successful in this role, you will
have proven track record of complex
business development in an uncertain
environment where not all parameters
are set.

http://bit.ly/295nsX1

MAVEN46
WEB DEVELOPER
Want to be part an innovative and
game changing fashion-tech startup?We are an online interactive
fashion, beauty and lifestyle shoppable
magazine that curates data driven
content for our style savvy audience.
maven46 is looking for talent to grow
with us. We are building our team
of mavens to cater for our growing
domestic and international audience.
We are looking for a talented and
creative web developer.Check out www.
maven46.com or join our community on
FB, follow us on twitter @maven46 or
Instagram maven46mag for more.

http://bit.ly/29f1hi5

INTERCOM

strategic design work, guiding the work
of other designers, and mentoring them
as they grow. Intercom is a designdriven company. Two of our founders
(our CEO and CSO) were designers. Our
VP of Product was a designer. Most of
our product managers were designers.
You will report directly to our Director
of Product Design. With a strong design
culture and complete buy-in from the
very beginning, this is a place where
you will have the opportunity to do the
very best work of your career.

http://bit.ly/297R1ZO

TWILIO
TECHNICAL SUPPORT
ENGINEER (GERMAN
SPEAKING)
You will help customers understand
the finer points of Twilio capabilities
and influence them to implement best
practices. You will interact, collaborate
and network with other departments
in Twilio in your search for solutions
that our customers need.You will work
cross functionally with Engineering,
Product Management and Sales.
Sometimes you will work with similar
cross-functional teams from partner
organizations.

http://bit.ly/293AIL1

DESIGN LEAD
We need to hire a Design Lead who
can own design work across multiple
Intercom products and manage the
designers working on those teams. This
will involve a combination of hands-on

What were the other kind of lines in the sand?
The moments that got us from there to where
we are now?
Web Summit is absolutely a part of the story,
without a doubt. I was at one of the first ones
in Trinity College. It was in one of the bigger
lecture halls, I remember the place was so
jammers, people were sitting on stairs and
steps. And even then they had an overflow
room, where they were trying to stream in
video of the talks. Matt Mullenweg (founder
of WordPress) and Craig Newmark (founder
of Craigslist) spoke. I was looking around the
room going – the same thing as the Future of
Web Apps event a few years before – “This is
really great to see all this. These are all people
in our community and are in our industry but
I never see any of these people at any of the
events that are going on. Why aren’t they
more visible and active?” But still, it was good
to see nonetheless.
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WHISKEY MASTERCLASS
WEDNESDAY, JULY 13TH
BETAHAUS, BERLIN (INVITATION ONLY)

The Dublin Commissioner for Startups and Jameson Irish Whiskey
are treating our invited guests to an evening of tasting and learning
about Irish whiskey on Wednesday, July 13th at Betahaus. This event
is by invitation only.

MEET THE COMMISH
WEDNESDAY JULY 13TH–FRIDAY JULY 15TH

The Office of the Dublin Commissioner for Startups will be hosting
office hours Wednesday–Friday, July 13th–15th in Berlin. Meet us
to learn more about the Dublin tech ecosystem over a beer, wine or coffee!

IRISH STARTUP WAKE
THURSDAY, JULY 14TH @ 18.30
FACTORY BERLIN

A wake for dead startups, their founders, fans and sympathizers at Factory
Berlin. In true Irish wake style, there will be a book of condolences, whiskey,
ham sandwiches and live Irish music. Our celebrated speakers include Connor
Murphy, Konstantin Mehl, Marc Mogalle and Jens Urbaniak.

